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INTRODUCTION 
 

The current thesis titled “Research on the development of a new lighting system for 

vehicles” is structured in three sections, with the scope to combine the architecture and system 

elements for the lighting equipment designed for use in vehicles, with numerical simulations for 

the control strategies.  

In the first part of the thesis, I am performing a literature analysis of the field, in which I 

describe the constituent elements for lighting equipment and the context for which they are 

designed, validated and used, which is a current topic for the research. Based on research carried 

out, I notice an increase in interest, both from a personal perspective and from the industry, for the 

numerical simulation for command and control of strategies, in the context of optimizing the 

technologies employed for different lighting equipment. Throughout the thesis I have designed 

numerical models based on conceptual strategies inspired by reality, using my experience as a 

designer in this field. Modelling of real topologies, or for some systems and architecture structures 

is obtained from research and the experience gained as a designer of this system. With the 

mentioned observations, in the second part, I describe the numerical methods used to establish a 

real reference model, after I implemented in the last part of the thesis the improvements and 

optimizations made. 

In the third part, I present more realistic cases with the help of numerical modelling and I 

validate the strategies and the optimizations by comparing them with the generic models and their 

analytical profiles existent in the specialized literature to observe how some electrical parameters 

(voltage, current, control topology, LED placement, etc.) are influencing the behaviour for this 

systems. The conclusions for each analysed study are presented at the end, along with the original 

contributions. 
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CHAPTER 1.  

PERSPECTIVES AND ESSENTIAL ASPECTS OF VEHICLE 

LIGHTING SYSTEMS 

With the emergence of motor vehicles, starting in the year 1886 and until the present time, 

the lighting systems designated for them allowed the safe operation of road traffic by ensuring the 

safety of other traffic participants and pedestrians. During all of this time, the lighting of motor 

vehicles passed through a real evolution, from classic, based on fossil fuel, to the actual complex 

systems, with a modern design based on LEDs, flexible and energetically efficient.[1-4] 

Vehicle manufacturers are in an aggressive competition to satisfy the market with the most 

innovative technologies. The quality of components used for motor vehicles is a priority, the 

lighting systems being the most carefully designed to attain an attractive aesthetic perception and 

high reliability. Lighting systems use analogue commands between the user (vehicle driver) and 

the components that are generating the light beams, or digital commands, like network 

communications, CAN or LIN. Components such as LED, OLED and LASER generate lighting 

beams, and they are integrated parts or satellites with the command and control units, like DC/DC, 

linear or LDO. The evolution of systems such as ADAS means that motor vehicles drive without 

the presence of the human factor, the lighting equipment being the basis for their design and 

offering all road participants the needed visibility. [3-9] 

Intending to reduce CO2 emissions and attain their projected targets, the electrical and 

electronic architectures are becoming increasingly complex, combined with a high level of 

autonomy. With the scope of use for exterior lighting systems, LEDs instead of bulbs [10], the 

contribution to obtaining a high-efficiency ratio for the Lm/W (lumens per watt) concerning the 

life expectancy and associated cost, will decrease the carbon footprint as well.  

Lighting systems used in vehicles can be grouped into three categories, like the following: 

a) components and systems dedicated to front lighting;  

b) components and systems dedicated to rear lighting; 

c) components and systems dedicated to cockpit lighting. 

At the level of lighting areas, we encounter: 

• lighting systems and components that use bulbs; 

• lighting systems and components that are using semiconductor technologies like LED, 

OLED and laser (only in front lighting); 

• lighting systems and components that are hybrid, using bulbs and semiconductor 

technologies; 

• lighting systems with advanced architectures: 

o using communication bus and dedicated units for each lamp/system with 

ADAS-oriented architecture; 

o customer-oriented system (cockpit area only).[8,11,12] 

The continuous development of the lighting systems meets a noticeable flexibility, as well as 

a superior level of quality and reliability, which ensures a high degree of satisfaction for the vehicle 

driver. The management models for design and development intended for automobiles are mixed 
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and domain-oriented. Out of them, APQP or VDI are used for quality control during the design 

phases, conception and production, additionally using Lean or 6σ. A hybridization of these 

methodologies, like APQP and Lean or Lean and 6σ, for the production. For software design and 

development, methods like Agile and ASPICE or adaptations of them with the existing 

methodologies form the design area and management of the automobile industry. [12-16] 

The requirements for the motor vehicles which are to reach the markets, potential customers' 

needs, global trends, etc. are influencing the design and development of the components and the 

lighting sources that will equip the future automobiles. Therefore, it is necessary to impose 

strategic objectives and design starting very early from the concept phase while keeping in mind 

the numerous inter-disciplinary constraints and considerations. To validate their capability and 

quality of them, before being developed and validated, the following considerations are needed to 

establish the product needs: 

• desired type of lighting sources: 

o Incandescent or rare gas bulbs; 

o Semiconductors – LED, OLED, Laser;  

• architecture and system type: 

o dimensioning of wire harnesses; 

o types of control and commands; 

o types of drivers; 

• validation needs:  

o Electromagnetic Compatibility; 

o Reliability and endurance; 

o AEC-Q conformance;  

o Product and functionality at system and vehicle level; 

 

• Regulations:  

o for lighting systems -  ECE; 

o for safety – ISO. 
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CHAPTER 2.  

ARHITECTURES OF LIGHTING EQUIPEMENT 

Lighting lamps used in automobiles have a big diversity from a driving strategy and the 

power supply network based on the desired design and the need for functional complexity. 

Powering these components is managed in the actual context with a power network of 12 

V for automobiles that have an internal combustion engine. For some types of vehicles like hybrid 

or electrical, the power supply network varies by brand and strategy between 12 V and 120 V, or 

even higher than 120 V[23, 31]. The power delivered to the lighting components is done indirectly, 

with other command and protection units, such as these are protected from different electrical 

network variations and possible issues, like short circuits. The power supply and the electrical 

distribution in the automobile are done based on energy frameworks to avoid overloading of power 

supply lines, these being protected with fuses or other semiconductor components for protection 

and control, for example, the SMART-FETs or electronic fuses which once the issue disappears 

they recover in their nominal functional behaviour, same with the power distribution which comes 

back to nominal parameters. Each lamp may have one or more supply lines, this strategy being 

dependent on the safety constraints and the associated redundancies.    

First architectures and command strategies for the lighting systems used wired controls, 

the command and control elements for their activation or deactivation were done with switches 

and relays. For the optimization of the power supply network and the reduction of the number of 

wires, but also to attain a high number of functions or proprietary functionality, it was needed to 

migrate towards a serial communication network to decrease the number of wires needed. 

2.1 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL ARCHITECTURES  

Automobile manufacturers identified, for their products' success, the timely planning of 

their architecture and the design strategies that are to be used as an imperative requirement. 

Besides the harness requirements, the control strategy, is one critical step for the vehicle, because 

it offers the base strategy for the control units which are to be designed. Furthermore, for lighting 

systems, I present the identified strategies. 

2.1.1 Digital control of lighting loads 

For the lighting systems used on automobiles, from the desire to reduce the weight of the wire 

harness, as well as to increase the complexity and the number of features for them, it was adopted 

the serial communication bus. Depending on the equipment level and the number of features 

desired on the vehicle, the bus may be LIN, CAN-LSFT or CAS-HS. The leap from the wired 

commands to the communication bus is possible for the lighting loads only when LEDs are used, 

because they come along with dedicated drivers, and the serial communication bus is easier to 

integrate.  

Systems, like ADAS, along with the lighting systems created the basis for the adaptive lighting 

systems which use the front camera of the automobile to manage obstacle recognition, the lamps 

manage the shut-down of specific light areas to avoid the glare of traffic participants. A high level 

of integration for the electronic equipment is beneficial for the exterior lighting. Sensors and 

collected data can be processed for advanced lighting features. One clear example is the camera 
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utilization for high-resolution lighting, where the camera is used to detect oncoming vehicles [68]. 

The orientation of the used sensors for the lighting equipment is presented in Fig. 2.1.  

 
Fig. 2.1. Autonomous vehicle sensors – technology mapping [68] 

 The front camera of the vehicle processes the images and informs, using the 

communication bus the lighting driver, which decides the optimal optic distribution to avoid glare 

or to blind the other traffic participants, it can also switch between the low beams and the high 

beams. Fig. 2.2 represents the control strategy for the intelligent lighting from the ADAS system.  

 

Fig. 2.2. ADAS system interaction with the front lighting [69] 
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The adaptive lighting systems, as defined in ECE/324-R123, are „a lighting device, 

providing beams with differing characteristics for automatic adaptation to varying conditions of 

use of the dipped-beam (passing-beam or low beam) and, if it applies, the main-beam (driving-

beam or high beam) with a minimum functional content...; such systems consist of the "system 

control", one or more "supply and operating device(s)", if any, and the "installation units" of the 

right and of the left side of the vehicle“ (ECE/324, ediția 122: Regulation nr. 123) [70]. The 

adaptive front-light system (AFS) is a part of the active safety system for the medium passenger 

vehicle, it offers optimal visibility for the driver during nighttime and other conditions of minimum 

visibility by adapting the headlight angle and its luminosity flux, utilizing vehicle speed evaluation, 

steering wheel angle, weather condition and the yaw of the vehicle [36, 38, 71]. 

 The features of the adaptive front-light system, with optical distribution, are represented in 

Fig. 2.3, are [36, 38, 71]: 

• town low beam (class V): at speeds under 50 km/h, the town low beam ensures a wider light 

distribution on a reduced range, helping drivers to notice the pedestrians on sidewalks clearly; 

• country low beam (class C): the illumination is done more widely at higher intensity on the 

roadsides. Typically it is activated at speed in the range between 50 and 100 km/h. 

• highway low beam (class E): the highway low beam improves visibility, starting from 100 

km/h, it provides better illumination for the front with more focus on the left side. It is 

automatically activated at a speed higher than 100 km/h; 

• wet road low beam (class W): when the rain light sensor is detecting rain is automatically 

activated or if the windshield wipers are on for more than 2 minutes. The roadsides are better 

illuminated to increase driver visibility for the guiding marks from the road; 

 
 

Fig. 2.3. Illumination modes [71] 

• static cornering light: the cornering lights, type static, which help during manoeuvres in 

nighttime access roads. For speeds under 40 km/h, an additional cornering light lits when the 

direction indicator is activated or when the steering wheel hits an angle of 90° to the right or 

left [36, 38, 71]. 
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Dynamic levelling and swivelling of optical angle for the lamps: 

• levelling: AFS is adjusting vertically the headlamp (projector) direction with data from the 

chassis rear and front sensors. The pitch angle adjustment for the headlamp based on the 

static load transfer of the vehicle (occupants, luggage) is named static levelling, while the 

pitch adjustment based on the dynamic load transfer (acceleration, deceleration) is named 

dynamic levelling; 

• swivelling: AFS horizontally swivels the headlamps, judging the input from the direction 

angle and the speed of the automobile. The system offers a curvature up to 15°, helping 

with the obstacle visibility [36, 38, 71]. 

All lighting intelligent systems require a complex architecture for their environment so that 

the entirety of the desired features can work at a high precision and performance from a time 

reaction perspective. The conceptual structure of the communication network for all vehicle 

components, for the adaptive front light system, is represented in Fig. 2.4. The sensor position in 

the vehicle is connected to the body control module (BCM) with a  CAN or LIN. Chassis sensors, 

front and rear detect the height of the vehicle and are connected in most cases over LIN, CAN-HS, 

or hard-wired to the BCM. Based on the electric architecture type, distributed architecture or zonal, 

the information about the vehicle position angle is transferred to the BCM or another electronic 

control unit, for example, the gateway. 

 
Fig. 2.4. Communication network structure for lighting equipment [71] 

Rain light sensors are in most cases implemented in the washing or comfort sub-system; 

they, usually are inter-connected over a communication bus like LIN and send the acquisition 

information about the exterior environment to the BCM, the LIN master. In Fig. 2.4 is presented 

this connexion. 

The yaw and the speed sensor of the vehicle are placed and connected to the propulsion 

system using CAN-HS, because is critical for other systems like braking, and the CAN bus ensures 

the plausibility of information.  

The lighting system architecture migrates towards a high integration of as many functions 

inside the lamp, depending in the same of the available information on the communication bus. At 

the system level, the lighting equipment uses available information from other systems and sub-

systems, which employs a high-cost efficiency and for the features installed, one risk which needs 

to be mitigated is the response time. We have this highlighted in Fig. 2.5. 
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Fig. 2.5. Lamps command with a central unit for control, protection and CAN bus 

The limitations of traditional adaptive headlamps determined the development of LED-

based lighting systems arranged in a matrix topology, which provides intelligent front illumination 

and dynamic control by low beam adaptations as a response to the change of driving conditions. 

System-based LED projectors have sophisticated engineering, containing at the base a functional 

simple principal with controlling digitally the pixels which are generating the lighting beams. The 

light intensity is controlled dynamically and precisely with the tunning of the duty cycle for the 

PWM dedicated for each pixel, the dimm ability offers this module a high versability to be used 

even for picture projection on the roadway or animations. [36, 38, 72].  

The LED headlamps and the matrix topology contain a large amount of LED drivers 

assembled in one common module, each LED driver being equipped with a dedicated circuit to 

manage the light intensity variation and on/off switch. The use of reflectors and/or lenses allows 

for the LED modules to offer a high number of variations for the optical distribution without the 

use of a dedicated mechanic pivoting mechanism. The matrix topology shares the power of the 

lighting beam in smaller beams, which are independently controlled, The power LEDs achieve a 

higher efficiency and a superior lighting flux density, allowing the beam control, compared with a 

colour temperature substantially higher (around 6000K), which reduces the tiredness and optical 

stress of the driver. Fig. 2.6 highlights an LED matrix headlamp and the different functions realized 

by the Audi A8 vehicle; the LED light contains a large power luminosity, without using a big space 

in the headlamp packaging and without high electrical energy used [36, 38, 72]. 
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Fig. 2.6. Audi A8 – Matrix projector LED[72] 

The LED matrix technology presents a high interest for vehicle manufacturers and 

equipment manufacturers, like Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Opel, Volvo, Varroc, Hella și Bosch. 

Audi and Hella introduced recently headlamps with high resolution and LED matrix, which 

integrated 32 small LEDs, individually controlled, placed on two rows. The decrease in 64 steps 

allows the LED matrix a high resolution to create millions of models for the lighting projection, 

the low beam system using the front camera video information, the navigation system and other 

sensors to provide intelligent advanced illumination with precision.  

The rear lamps use matrix LED technology, adopted by the desire of styling, but without 

an active or dynamic scope like the headlamps. They have a low energy requirement and do not 

consume information from the front camera or the vehicle yaw. A possible architecture solution 

from Texas Instruments is represented in Fig. 2.7. The rear lamps contain dynamic animations for 

signalling and positions when the vehicle is not moving; the stop and fog lamps are not used in 

most cases for the animations due to safety constraints, as well as regulations.  
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Fig. 2.7. TI solution for driving LEDs for the rear lamps [73] 

 

2.2 OPTICAL DESIGN 

The elements of the lighting system are generating the shape and personality of the vehicle. 

The optical design for the lighting elements is linked with the styling of the optical units as well 

as the capability of them to comply with the ECE regulations. To attain the regulation norms, for 

the lighting loads with LED and bulbs, use reflectors, to focus the lighting beams, towards a 

median area, in continuation I reflect the types and structure of the optical reflectors.  

 

2.2.1 Optical elements for the headlamps 

The front lamps have an extensive diversity from a functional perspective, they can be split in: 

• position(or tail) light/lamps; 

• principal light/lamps; 

• additional lamps; 

• fog lamps; 

• reserve lamps. 
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From the system perspective, the front lamps (principal lamps) may have two or four 

lighting sources on each side of the vehicle. An architecture for the front lamps with a different 

number of lighting sources with bulbs is represented in Fig. 2.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Illustration for the principal 

lamp; 
b) Illustration for position 

lamp; 
c) Illustration for lighting 

mono-source 
Fig. 2.8. Reflector optic design[74] 

In the scope of improvement for the lighting dispersion generated by the lighting sources, in 

practice are using reflectors to generate a higher lighting area[74, 75, 76]. These types of reflectors 

can be of multiple types: 

• paraboloid reflectors – Fig. 2.9 

• free-form reflectors – Fig. 2.10 

• Super-DE reflectors – Fig. 2.11 

 
 

a) b) 
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c) d) 

Fig. 2.9. Paraboloid type reflector:  

a) Reflective surface – front view; b) Low beam reflection – lateral view; c) Ligh deflexion through 

prisms and other lens elements (1 – reflector, 2 – bulb, 3 – bulb protection, 4 – lens) – top view; d) Light 

typical distribution for low beam on the lens – front view [76] 

 

  
a) b) 

 
 

c) d) 

Fig. 2.10. Free-Form type reflector: 

a) Reflective surface split in segments – front view; b) Low beam reflection – lateral view; c) Ligh 

deflexion through prisms and other lens elements (1 – reflector, 2 – bulb, 3 – bulb protection, 4 – lens) – 

top view; d) Light typical distribution for low beam on the lens – front view [76] 
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a) b) 

  
c) d) 

Fig. 2.11. Super-DE type reflector:  

a) Reflective surface and protection – front view; b) Light reflection and light generation modes – lateral 

view; c) Light direction and focus (1 – reflector, 2 – bulb, 3 – bulb protection, 4 – lens, 5 – lens 

protection) – top view; d) Typical light distribution for low beam on the lens – front view [76] 

 The reflectors and their technology play an important role in the quality and optimal 

distribution of the light beams. Light beam distribution is defined in the regulation norms 

according to ECE R48[77]. The light source's efficiency is impacted by the reflector's presence, 

but their role is uncontestably for attaining the regulation needs [78], Table 2.1 resumes this aspect 

according to the three types of reflectors mentioned above. 

Table 2.1. Reflector efficiency is based on the degree of light utilization from the bulb for the 

desired luminosity of the beam [76] 

Reflector Paraboloid Free-form Super-DE 

Successfully used light [%] 27 45 52 
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CHAPTER 3.  

PRESENT SOLUTIONS AND OPTIMISATIONS FOR 

ARCHITECTURE OF LIGHTING SYSTEMS 

3.4 ARCHITECTURE METHODS 

The control and functionality of vehicles are tied by electrical, electronic and software 

architecture, and the management of those defines the efficiency and number of functionalities that 

it can maintain. Each architecture has benefits as well as disadvantages, these architectures are 

represented in Fig. 3.1. 

 

Fig. 3.1. Electrical and electronic architecture for vehicles[84] 

The E/E architecture is known as being the key point for sustaining the vehicle applications 

as the integration of navigation platforms with Android or Apple, but as well for the growth of 

complexities in automobiles too, by point of view of functionalities it can support and safety. By 

many considerations, the E/E architecture is an integrated network infrastructure that contains 

electrical, electronics and communication elements which is utilized for interconnecting and 

organizing the electronic control units and mechanic/electronics components, including sensors, 

alimentation systems and harness for reaching the expected functions, especially the interaction 

and interdependence between these elements.  

From a perspective of functional or constructive requirements, there are two mechanisms for 

designing a stable E/E architecture, one oriented on the physical/hardware part, and the second 

one based on functions/software. The hardware method has a design based on existing architecture 

and it develops by adding new devices and functions above this base. On the other hand, the 

software method implies the modification of the entire design process, and it starts from functional 
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requirements analysis. For a design based on existing hardware E/E architecture, the price and 

difficulty for the process development are relatively smaller, but limited by the original structure 

which cannot sustain intensive software systems distributed or complex. The design method 

starting from software is a new design process, which follows complex developing steps, it is being 

used in normal circumstances in developing new vehicle platforms, but it is expensive and time-

consuming. [84-89] 

Regarding the design method starting from software, as a first step, it is necessary to define 

the requirements and break down the functions by areas or control units according to the desired 

design method, from Fig. 3.1, generating in this case functional modules. In E/E systems concepts 

we use two architectures, functional architecture (logical level) and technical architecture, for 

offering in the following steps easier changing flexibility, with no complex hardware changes.  

Functional modules must be determined according to specific design requirements, taking 

into consideration ways of implementation of designing on the software and hardware level which 

implies the physics topology of the vehicle network, closely related by the weight, model and costs 

of the harness. 

From here forward I am presenting the functional methods of architecture, such as placement 

for system requirements on automobiles. 

3.5 ARCHITECTURE OPTIMIZATIONS 

In this subchapter, I propose adaptations and optimizations of lighting systems, taking into 

consideration the available electronic architecture on vehicles. The proposed strategies help the 

cost optimization and functional safety through distributivity, but also the improvement of the 

electronic efficiency for the lighting system. The architectural solutions are orientated only on the 

lighting system, not taking into consideration the supply network of the vehicle, but as well the 

controlling units from them. 

3.5.3 Adaptive solutions for mixed architecture 

Mixed architecture offers the possibility of reusing a part from the architecture and the 

consecrated UCE on both networks, maintaining the benefits of both supply networks. The lighting 

system would be, in this way, segregated. Front lighting, which needs the most electrical power, 

remains on the 48 V network, and rear lighting on the 12 V – in this way the efficiency will grow 

at the network level. The system costs could also be controlled, and the effectiveness of the front 

architecture from financial considerations, could be redistributed towards the rear lighting for 

optimization. Under these considerations, I propose a mixed architecture model for power supply 

and control networks, represented in Fig. 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2. Lighting system on mixed power supply and control  
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CHAPTER 4.  

ARCHITECTURE, FUNCTIONALITY AND DESIGN 

MANAGEMENT 

In this chapter, I bring improvements, optimizations and solutions for lighting systems and 

treat the architecture problem, lighting system functionality, and the management for the design 

and development. 

4.1 ARCHITECTURE AND PLACEMENT 

By setting the requirements and needs, I choose the hardware architecture which will be 

utilized to maximize the benefits and decrease the disadvantages of the lighting system.  

Lighting system requirements: 

a) LED lighting loads; 

b) Electrical efficiency higher than 70%; 

c) Reduced number of wire harnesses; 

d) ECE and ISO regulation compatibility – according to subchapter 1.3; 

e) Validation requirements compatibility – according to subchapter 1.4; 

f) Support for advanced lighting features – according to subchapter 2.1.1; 

g) Stability and fault recovery. 

In Table 4.1, for each item listed in the lighting system requirements, I addressed each 

area as a way of power supply and a type of architecture to satisfy them.  

Table 4.1. Requirements analysis and lighting system orientation  

Requirement Front lighting Rear lighting System 

a) LED and dedicated driver LED and dedicated driver LED, dedicated driver and 

architectural control 

elements 

b) 48 V power supply and  

buck drivers 

12 V power supply and 

linear drivers 

Mixed power supply and 

DC/DC converter for the  

12 V power stability 

c) CAN network LIN network Pins and wire reduction on 

the central unit for control 

and command 

d) Static, dynamic and fault 

recovery behaviour 

Static, dynamic and fault 

recovery behaviour 

Control, diagnosis and 

safety requirements  

e) Decrease of illumination 

fluctuations during 

transition phenomena 

Decrease of illumination 

fluctuations during 

transition phenomena 

Stable power supply 

f) Dedicated module for 

matrix lighting 

Complex control for 

animations  

Domain-based control for 

decentralization 

g) Functional prioritization Functional prioritization Domain-based control for 

decentralization 
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The EE architecture definition for the lighting systems is one of the most complex 

activities, due to many constraints, as well as its impact on the entire vehicle architecture, from an 

electronic and mechanical point of view. 

For the new lighting system for the automobile, to answer the diverse requirements and for 

its adaptability to any infrastructure, I propose it to be zonal modular, so that its integration able 

to be made on any automobile that respects a minimum of preconditions towards benefitting the 

configuration lightness and satisfying all functionalities. Defining the layers of architecture is 

necessary for contouring the architecture and concept, in Fig. 4.1, I defined the four layers: 

a) Infrastructure layer – necessary elements for the vehicle, out of which: 

i. energy source – battery and protection elements; 

ii. command – control interface between the user and the vehicle; 

iii. vehicle – sensors and acquisition medium for passive and active data; 

b) Functional layer: 

i. supply – interface module for supply and adaptability to the load (e.g. DC/DC, 

linear); 

ii. communication – communication module and medium adaptation (e.g. CAN, 

LIN, analogue); 

c) Abstractisation layer: 

i. front lighting – adaptation medium and functional generation for the front 

lighting; 

ii. rear lighting – adaptation medium and functional generation for the rear lighting; 

d) Physical layer – the constituent elements for generating the light beams. 
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Fig. 4.1. EE architecture layers for the new lighting system 

The defining way of architecture orientated on layers allows an overview of necessary 

preconditions of a stable structure that offers success criteria of the desired strategy. In Fig. 4.2 I 

illustrated the functional layered diagram for one feature and its decisional constraints. 
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Fig. 4.2. Decisional control diagram for a lighting feature 

 The novelty of this strategy, compared to those existing in the industry, consists of an 

abstractisation of functions, that reside in the software code, thus, I conceived this strategy to 

eliminate the need to integrate a function dedicated to a unit. The functions can with this be 

modulated and distributed on multiple units or over software clusters.  

4.2 MAPPING AND DISTRIBUTED FEATURES 

Each lighting feature presents a series of functional requirements and constraints, thus it is 

distributed, in some cases, for ensuring functionality under some constraints, but also for some 

performance requirements.  

Lighting functions are of two categories: automated and manual; the automated ones need a 

set of preconditions and data from diverse sensors, and the manual ones depend on the explicit 

task of the driver to be active. In the next subchapters on the system level, I present the control 
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modes and mapping strategy of functions for lighting systems, for the two modes. These functions 

belong to the architectural strategy proposed as a new concept.  

 

4.3 THE MANAGEMENT DESIGN MODEL 

The lighting system for the vehicle requires a management model for the design, 

development and launching. Thus, the quality assurance and system viability are satisfied. This 

management model is created on levels, from system level to component level, segregated by 

discipline level. For the good execution of project management, it will be organized according to 

the diagram from Fig. 4.3. 

 
Fig. 4.3. Management model for the development[90] 

Out of system engineering considerations, the development model, under the “V” 

topology, is represented in Fig. 4.4, in this case for the lighting system I cover all needed 

elements for good project execution.  
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Fig. 4.4. Lighting system development cycle 

In Fig. 4.4, with the following abbreviations: 

a) SW; software – all activities of development associated with software domain, diagnosis, 

communication, abstracting hardware, modelling and micro-controller or micro-processor 

architecture; 

b) HW; hardware – all activities of development associated with electrical and electronics, 

inter-system connections, PCB design, power and signal architecture, thermal 

management and EMI; 

c) ME; mechanical – all activities of development associated with mechanic and 

industrialization, CAD, matrix injections, volume and isometrics; 

d) Opt; optics – all activities of development associated with optics equipment requirements, 

lighting flux, optical angles, chromaticity, ECE requirements conformance and the optics 

regulations. 

At this moment a model dedicated to lighting equipment design management does not exist,  

a norm for good coordination between the vehicle manufacturers and the suppliers of lighting 

equipment.  

During the research of the specialized literature and from personal experience, the 

architectures utilized for lighting systems are in some cases complex, in other cases simple, but a 

management interface standardized for assuring good coordination does not exist. In practice, the 

usual methodology for assuring the design is the APQP standard, which is not adapted for 

lighting equipment and systems, especially distributed ones.[12]   

The lighting system proposed by me is in a distributed architecture, the requirements and the 

architecture are analyzed on a macro system level, so, it is a developed system based on the 

requirements or software needs and it is based on expert AGILE, the quality assurance on 

ASPICE, assuring at the same time an interface with APQP. In Fig. 4.5, I propose the iterative 

delivery and development model for the equipment delivery and the lighting systems, which are 

software-defined. 
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Fig. 4.5. Software iterative delivery model at the component level 

 In the delivery and development model, I named with client, the entity which will utilize 

the system or the developed component. In the case of system utilization, the client is the 

vehicle, and in the case of the component, it is the system. 

 Development management is a critical one, in a distributed architecture, thus, each 

module can accept or deny a functionality, based on its constraints or accessibility. In some 

cases, the constraints or safety requirements can impose that one functionality to be retained by a 

specific equipment.   

 The functions and system represent the first principle level in which it decides the 

implementation of some strategy in a vehicle, as well as the feasibility of those, based on the 

marketing needs or business. The decomposition of functionalities on the vehicle level impacts 

the system, and the system imposes the acceptance or denial of those responsibilities. For 

illustration of the decomposition, I present the example of its conduct in Fig. 4.6, for two 

features, signalling and the stop. 
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Fig. 4.6. Functional decomposition over the domain 

 In this mode, from Fig. 4.6, the signalling feature is denied by the braking system because 

of the lack of a functional scope, the lighting system has the role of satisfying this functionality, 

and the cockpit system consumes the driver request and offers the status for the lights. 

 Another critical aspect for the design and development is the validation, this offers 

visibility over the conformity behaviour needed, in Fig. 4.4, I represented the cyclicity for it. The 

lighting system, with a distributed architecture and software oriented, needs to be iteratively 

tested for each version, to be able to uncover the functionality errors in an agile manner and to 

react timely for their counter. 

 

Conclusions: 

The management model for the design and development of the lighting system is new, 

generated from the hybridization of AGILE models and VDI-2206 system engineering.  

The management model proposed by me offers an interface with the consecrated APQP, but 

it also assures the novelty of absorbing in-practice methodologies of software development.  

The lighting system is developed iteratively so it reduces the reaction loop for maintenance 

and reaction for the encountered problem resolution.  
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CHAPTER 5.  

THE ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION OF THE LIGHTING 

SYSTEM WITH THE SUPPORT OF MATLAB-SIMULINK 

PROGRAM 

In this chapter, I highlight and detail the principle methods to control and command lighting 

sources from the optimised architecture proposed in the previous chapters by system modelling 

and present solutions of command and control for the lighting lamps. Will do optimisations at the 

equipment level for the improvement of the lighting system efficiency. 

5.1 THE MODELLING OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS FOR THE LIGHTING 

LAMPS WITH THE SUPPORT OF MATLAB PROGRAM 

The optimisation solutions for the lighting system from a power efficiency perspective 

require LED loads, and these impose the use of drivers to stabilise the voltage and current 

through the LED, additionally to dim the lighting flux or to protect the loads by reducing the 

driving current. In this chapter I design and simulate with the support of the Matlab-Simulink 

program, the behaviour of the lighting equipment, with the system abstractisation.  

The conversion levels are simulated for different scenarios, like stable voltage, and 

variable as well as in the presence of defects.  

The scope of simulations is to create a representative model and stable with the studied 

solution in chapter 1 and chapter 2, in this way, I establish a generic functional concept in 

subchapter 5.1, and bring improvements to it in subchapter 5.2. 

5.1.1 Modelling with a fixed supply voltage of 12V 

5.1.1.1 Front area lamps 

The lamps from the front area represent one of the most complex lighting systems and 

controls, these use power LEDs, and the system efficiency represents an extremely important 

factor. In continuation I present in this chapter the Matlab model at a constant supply voltage of 

12V, I impose the LED utilization and a control topology of type boost-buck (Fig. 5.1). For the 

simulation I impose the data from Table 5.1, necessary functions according to the homologation 

requirements, for the front illumination of the vehicle with a supply voltage of 12V, the cascaded 

efficiency of the boost-buck driver is followed, thermal losses due to comutation phenomena and 

the losses due to EMC filters are not simulated. 
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Fig. 5.1. Matlab model for the front system illumination 

Table 5.1. Data considered for the Matlab model in Fig. 5.1 

Feature Sources Number of 

LEDs 

Current 

[A] 

Voltage [V] Power [W]  Total 

Power [W] 

High Beam Load 1 3 1 16 48 

102,3 
Low Beam Load 2 2 1,2 12,5 30 

Tail lights Load 3 5 0,3 9,6 14,4 

Signalisation Load 4 3 0,5 6,6 9,9 

 In practice, the lighting loads may have lowered values to reduce the total consumed 

electrical power, but helped by reflective optical elements to attain the requirements needed for 

the homologation. Also, all features had been activated and kept like that, the evaluation time being 

lower, this case is the most drastic one. The highlighted model has the scope of illustrating the 

lighting system topology for the exterior front lighting, used in most cases on vehicles designed 

for global access, for the feature activations in the given model using analogue commands, at a 

conceptual level same manner can be applied with digital commends using LIN or CAN, from the 

driver. 

The block diagram for the Matlab Simulink model from Fig. 5.1, has four constituent levels. 

The first level is the vehicle system, which emulates the voltage source of 12V and the commands 

for the lighting feature activation. The control unit contains logic signal generators to command 

the activation or deactivation of the lighting features, it is emulating the digital or analogue buttons 

actuated by the vehicle driver when he’s requiring a feature to be active. 

The second level, is the boost level, with the scope of pooling the output voltage based on a 

prescribed value and keeping it constant, regardless of the input voltage. In Fig. 5.2, the graph for 
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the voltage input and output of the boost with the time; pot the Matlabb model design, this is 

prescribed at an output voltage of 55V. 

 
Fig. 5.2. Boost level characteristics for the Matlab model of the generic front light system 

I have observed in Fig. 5.2, a transitory effect for the boost output voltage, this is due to 

the filter charging, but as well as the adaptation and the stabilization of the control loop, the 

transitory effect between 0 and 0.015s. For the boost level and the converter control, I created a 

control loop to modify the duty cycle, which is controlling it, to keep the same output value based 

on the supply voltage input. The duty cycle which controls the boost, increases when the supply 

voltage is below the design reference or decreases when it is above it. In Fig. 5.3 the voltage loop 

control for the boost from the generic Matlab model: 

 
Fig. 5.3. Boost voltage loop control from the generic Matlab model 

The third level is the buck level, which contains four bucks with the sole purpose for each 

load/function, to reduce the preset boost voltage and deliver a preset constant current in the 

loads. The bucks have a dedicated loop control for each load. In Fig. 5.4 I highlight the current 

loop control for the buck, the LEDs being current-controlled elements, in this way, the load 

current stabilisation is achieved. 
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Fig. 5.4. Current loop control for the buck from the generic Matlab model 

 The last level, four, contains LED groups of three LEDs, with the functional scope of 

generating light. In Fig. 5.5 I highlight the characteristics for each load controlled by the buck 

based on the set values from Table 5.1. 

 
Fig. 5.5. Load characteristics for the Matlab model of a generic front light system 

In the loads exists a noise which is within the acceptable limits of the LEDs, ±10% of the 

nominal driven current and the luminous flux varies with the LED current, but in reality, it is 

susceptible weak due the the working frequency of the buck which is in the range of kilohertz. 

Even if in this model the working frequency is 200 kHz, in the real-world application it varies 

between 100 kHz and 1 MHz. The human eye perceives fluctuations only under 200Hz. In Fig. 

5.6 I highlight the load one characteristic for the period 0,05 - 0,08s after stabilization is achieved, 

to exemplify this noise. 
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Fig. 5.6. Load one characteristic for the period 0,05 -  0,08s 

Considering the Matlab generic model for the front lighting, I extracted the electrical 

efficiency for the system and highlighted it in the graph from Fig. 5.7, for the measured average 

of the values, I used an RMS block (root mean square). I run the model for a period of 0.2s, and 

after its stabilisation, I represent the efficiency interval, for the constant supply voltage of 12V.  

 
Fig. 5.7. Efficiency of the Matlab generic model with boost-buck for the front lamps 

The efficiency in the tested interval has an average of 80%, between the input power and 

the load used to power, the boost linked with the four bucks is generating a loss of approximately 

20%, due to the active and passive elements. 
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5.1.1.2 Observations for the front lighting 

• Load modelling is an extremely sensible factor, and their simulation is difficult. For a 

representative behaviour, the dynamic resistance (Rd) for each load was calculated with the 

formula:  

𝑅𝑑 =
𝑉𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐼𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (5.1) 

 

 

Not complying with the dynamic resistance values based on the diode voltage activation 

(Vf – forward voltage) and the current activation for them (If – forward current), will generate 

high instability and a weak concept. In the simulations, these considerations were treated and their 

behaviour is realistic. 

• The observed noise in the loads is within the prescribed limits of +/- 10% from the set value, 

highlighted in Fig. 5.6. 

• The control loop I created for the buck and boost to be as flexible as possible to sustain as well 

as other loads of different electrical characteristics. To ensure the set value, I created reset 

logic, to reinitialise the control loop if it deviates. These things were encountered frequently 

during the design phase in Simulink.  

• The system efficiency between the input power and the output power used in the loads (LEDs), 

is approximately 80%, a relevant value, encountered in practice as well. The lighting 

equipment manufacturers are trying to increase the efficiency to a minimum of 80%. 

• For the created model with the support of the program Matlab-Simulink, I have created a 

functional prototype to verify the functionality, the assembly image, is represented in Fig. 5.8. 

The functional results are confirmed, and the control and command topology is realized using 

a boost module LT3782A[91], buck modules STEVAL-ILL089V1[92] and LED loads LED[93] 

similar to the ones used in the numerical simulation. 

 

Fig. 5.8. Front lighting – practical realisation for the boost-buck cascaded topology 
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5.2 OPTIMIZATION FOR THE LIGHTING SYSTEM WITH THE HELP OF 

MATLAB PROGRAM 

In the previous chapters, I have studied and analyzed with the help of specialized literature 

and with my own experience the current methods of control for the topologies and tipologies 

existing on the market for the LED load control. I have noticed the benefit of adopting the supply 

voltage of 48V for the improvement of the wire harness and the efficiency of the control units. 

The Matlab model proposed to improve the topology of control for the lighting installation 

has of scope of two directions. In the first place the efficacity of the control and command for the 

high consumers, the low beam and the high beam, by analyzing the control methods. In the second 

spectrum, the control topology for the lighting sources with low power requirements. 

The lighting system development will be oriented on the power grid of 14V and de 48V, in 

this way, will cover the electrical system needs for the market.  

The architecture and requirements at the system level will be: 

a) The communication between the modules at the system level will be considered with 

CAN; 

b) The module diagnosis will be done over CAN, but as well as an additional wired 

mode; 

c) All lighting sources will be with LEDs. 

The lighting system from an architectural point of view was presented in chapters 3 and 4, 

the current chapter has the scope for improvement at the component level for the lighting elements, 

the drivers and the control strategy for the LEDs. 

 

5.2.2 The optimization of control architecture 

For the vehicle architecture with a power network of 12V or 14V, the control methods for 

the conversion levels can be diverse, depending on the lamp requirements. For the 48V network 

or a mixt one, where both 48V and 14V are available, the solutions to achieve a high efficiency 

are possible. 

 In Matlab-Simulink, I investigated diverse control strategies, the following topology from 

Fig. 5.9, with a mixed architecture was found to be with the highest applicability and efficiency. 
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Fig. 5.9. The topology of the lighting concept with a mixed power grid 

For the referencing and the applicability of this architectural concept, I considered the 

following data for the lighting loads: 

a) The load for the low beam is to be of maximum 30W, with a voltage threshold for the 

LED activation of a maximum 24V; 

b) The load for the high beam is to be of maximum 20W, with a voltage threshold for 

the LED activation of a maximum 16V; 

c) The load for the tail lights is to be of maximum 12W, with a voltage threshold for the 

LED activation of a maximum 24V; 

d) The load for the signalling lights is to be of a maximum of 9W, with a voltage 

threshold for the LED activation of a maximum of 9V. 

For the lighting loads from a) and b), the driver in the H bridge, is used to increase or 

decrease the voltage across the entire LED string, in this case acting as a boost or buck, 

depending on the load total need. The total output voltage on the H bridge, being smaller than the 

input voltage, would work in boost mode only during the 48V power grid fluctuations.  

The signalling from practical considerations, does not require a high power, usually 

controlled by a linear driver, under these considerations several LEDs can be disposed in series, 

to achieve a maximum of 9V to satisfy its requirements. 

5.2.2.2 The optimization of the control topology for the front lighting system 

The analysis and adjustment for the first module, for the power supply of 48V, was done, 

in the next part, I am doing its integration, along with the 12V power supply which will serve for 

the lighting features of tail lights and signalisation.  

For the front lighting system, with all the illumination features included, I present the 

concept system in Fig. 5.10. 
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Fig. 5.10. The model for the front lighting system with all the features present  

For the system in Fig. 5.10, I use an H bridge for the low beam and the high beam, which 

is supplied from a power supply of 48V. And for the tail lights(daytime running lights) I propose 

a boost and for the signalisation lights a buck, both being supplied from a power supply of 14V. I 

highlight the load electrical characteristics, in Fig. 5.11, and in Fig. 5.12, the efficiency of the 

entire system.  
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Fig. 5.11. The load electrical characteristics, for the entire front lighting system 

 

Fig. 5.12. The efficiency of the front lighting systems with all features active 

 I found that the entire system efficiency, is approximately 15% higher, in the case of the 

control topology proposed in the doctoral thesis compared with the referenced topology. 

 In continuation, the new system proposed in the doctoral thesis, offers a high adaptability, 

with the use of the H bridge, in this case, based on the used architecture this strategy comes with 

an interface to pull or decrease the voltage supply for the driven loads.  
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5.1.1.3 The optimisation of the control topology for the rear lighting 

At the system level, another issue is the detection and sharing of the status of the lighting 

loads, also called diagnostic ability. For the front lamps, in the advanced systems, there is a 

communication network, and these errors can be transmitted with ease. For the rear lighting, in 

many architectures, this network is not available, and the errors are detected, at the system level 

indirectly, with the measurement of the consumed current by the lamp. The consumed current 

being very small, with LED load, is extremely difficult to use [11]. In the industry, to increase 

the nominal current, a ballast to increase this current or expensive components which are capable 

of detecting these issues are used. In the case of using a ballast, a good porting of the energy is 

dissipated, rendering the system at an efficiency lower than 50%. In the present doctoral thesis, 

inspired by the PWM control logic, detailed in subchapter 5.1.1.3, I propose a codification on the 

control line of the lighting loads, In this way, the lamp receives from the system the PWM 

command to satisfy different features but as well to return the status of the lighting features. In 

Fig. 5.13, the schematic at the system level for the diagnostic ability of the LED loads is 

highlighted.  

 
Fig. 5.13. The concept for the LED load diagnostic ability at the system level 

The concept has the role of using only two wires, one dedicated to the power supply and 

the second for control and diagnosis. The second connector, using PWM, has the scope of 

activating or deactivating the feature, to allow, the luminous flux to change with the change of 

the duty cycle and as well to allow the information exchange for the lamp status. For good 

functionality, the functional specifications or the requirements for the PWM signal are necessary, 

for this case in Table 5.2, I specify them. In Table 5.2, I have marked with ±x%, the error which 

could appear, but needs to be maintained under 2% of the nominal value, ideally would be 0. 
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Table 5.2. The system functionality with the rule mapping for the control and diagnostic ability [11] 

The system and the diagnosis feature are created in this case, and in Fig. 5.14, I highlight 

its characteristics. 

 
Fig. 5.14. Electrical characteristics for the lighting system of the diagnostic ability module [11] 

For a better quality of the diagnostic ability of the module and the functionality of the 

control concept, in Fig. 5.15, I extract a capture for the passing between the functional and the 

error. 

Duty Cycle Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature status 

0% Undefined Undefined Shortcircuit 

100% Undefined Undefined Open circuit 

20% ±x% Error Active 20% ±x% 

40% ±x% OK Error 40% ±x% 

60% ±x% Error Error 60% ±x% 

80% ±x% Active Active 80% ±x% 
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Fig. 5.15. Electrical characteristics for the control and diagnostic ability, focus on the passing between 

the states [11] 

 In Fig. 5.15 I highlight the optical power, proportionally with the LED driving current, 

and at a high frequency of 300Hz, the human eye can not perceive the activation and 

deactivation of the LED, but only a decrease in intensity.  

 For the error, in the quadrant Tensiunea pe ieșirea regulatorului, is a higher voltage at the 

error presence, due to the lack of the load, generated as well by the control schematic which 

detects the LED error.  

Observations: 

 The diagnostic ability module brings an innovation element, and its simulated behaviour 

with the support of the Matlab program demonstrates good functionality,  

 This strategy imposes a functional mapping which requires a control logic divided at an 

architectural level, between the LED control unit and the area control unit.  

 From the study of the speciality literature, a similar method, to compare the behaviour 

was not identified.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

C 1. CONCLUSIONS 

The present thesis addresses a subject associated with the domain of vehicle system control, 

the control architecture and the specificity of the lighting equipment, characterised by the use of 

static convertors for the increase of power efficiency. These systems need advanced methods of 

analysis and control, to satisfy the constraints and the regulations.  

In the paper, I highlighted the complexity of these systems the needed studies and the 

different simulation structures and topologies, for the current as well for the future ones, to improve 

the system efficiency. These topology methods need structures and adaptations in the function of 

the available technology for the vehicle, like the electrical and electronic platform architecture.  

I realized in chapter 3 an analysis of the architecture models and I identified improvement 

solutions. The improvement solutions are residing in the system and architecture optimisation for 

the interaction of the constituent components of the lighting system. I introduced area control units, 

for a better decentralisation of the system and the improvement of its adaptability.  

Going forward, in chapter 4, I created the lighting system interaction, as well as the 

functional diagrams under which they are functioning. The interaction at the system level is created 

for all the lighting functions, required by the legislation, I covered the normal behaviour and the 

error cases on the loads. The models and the feature interaction at the system level are at the basis 

of the proposed functional architecture, to ensure functional integrity conformity, ECE regulation 

compliance, as well as increased adaptability, being easier to integrate advanced control systems 

of ADAS type, use case identified from the speciality literature in chapter 2. 

The management and the development structure for the system were proposed as well in 

chapters 4, being a result of the speciality literature research from chapter 1. The structure of the 

development, when we have a customer and a supplier, for the lighting equipment, brings sensible 

inter-disciplinary constraints, so the model is oriented to increase agility and the segregation of 

dependencies between the hardware and the software. 

The optimisation of the control topologies for the front and rear lighting was analyzed in 

chapter 5. I created a reference model, based on the literature and the available research, so I 

identified optimisations which are brought for the lighting system. The reference model is created 

with the addition of cascaded conversion levels for the load control, these levels of conversion 

were type boost and buck for the front lighting, and for the rear lighting, the linear conversion is 

used. I analyzed the diverse behaviours of the system to observe its behaviour for different power 

supplies, from which I extracted the issues and the optimisations for the system. For the identified 

optimizations I analyzed the static and dynamic behaviours. This method helped with the problem 

referencing which is encountered, for the equipment that uses buck-boost but as well for the linear 

ones. This analysis brought a solution to cancel the buck for the high beam and the use of a by-

pass for the lighting function, to gain 8% in efficiency and to reduce the number of components 

for the system, described at large in the subchapter 5.2.1. The realisation for this new method, with 

the minimisation of the bucks, drives the cost reduction of the system by almost 10% from the 

estimations, a high benefit, but brought a disadvantage for the constraints of independent activation 

of the high beam and the low beam.  
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The use of the development models can establish the electrical efficiency increase, for the 

vehicles with internal combustion engines and as well for the electrical vehicles or the hybrid ones. 

The efficiency of the lighting system reduces the CO2 level, the weight of the vehicle and good 

stability at the system level. In subchapter 5.2, I proposed a new model of control and command 

for the front lighting system, by using two power supply networks, for electrical efficiency 

maximisation. The new model resides in the use of an H bridge for the low beam and the high 

beam by reuse of the previous optimisations identified in the thesis, and the mounting of the on 

the 48V network. The second power network supply of 14V supplies the tail and signalling lights, 

in this way, the entire system, reaches an electrical efficiency of 15% higher than the conventional 

system.  

For the rear lighting, I identified a method for diagnosis optimization of these lights, a 

solution which is applicable for each lighting source, and the model is presented for the units which 

use a linear control. For this diagnosis mode and the method of transmitting at the architecture 

level the error, has no basis in the literature, and was designed based on the trials and the 

discoveries done during the simulations.  

Each studied method and explained in the current thesis, generated a published article and 

was accepted by the community.  
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